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Marking and Feedback
At Nelson and Wensum School, we believe that marking and feedback has two key purposes. One, children act on feedback and make progress over time. Two, it informs future
planning and teaching. It is a dialogue between adults and children. Marking should be
something that students use to understand and try to improve; the aim of effective marking
is to get students to engage with the feedback and then take action in order to improve
their learning. This needs to happen alongside the children, mid-task, so they can change
and implement the feedback and make progress during their learning. Children will be empowered and own their learning, understanding their successes and knowing how to work
on their next steps. Children’s learning, effort and progress is recognized, encouraged and
rewarded. The entire school community understands that recognizing and learning from errors and misunderstandings is the basis of how we learn and make progress.

Aims


Children receive in-the-moment feedback about strengths and areas to develop



Children act on feedback and make progress over time



Children can talk about their next steps



Adults gather rigorous evidence to inform assessment



Marking and feedback informs future planning and teaching



Adults have time for teaching, learning, planning and assessing, not marking



We have a consistent, whole school approach
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Who?
All adults; teachers, teaching assistants, volunteers, parents and all children in our school
communities are crucial stakeholders in the marking and feedback dialogue.
At Nelson Infant School, the role of the marker is demarked by the use of different colour
pens and highlighters.
Pen – colour and type

Who?

What for?

Adults

-

To record verbal feedback notes
To tick assessment step
To annotate a next step in a book
To record a celebration

Children

-

To edit their work
To respond to feedback

Adults

Good Green indicates where a child has
done something well, in relation to the
learning question.

Pink Highlighter

Adults

Think Pink is used to show the parts of
the work where children need to review
or edit.

Gold star stamp

Adults

Stamped directly on exceptional work
showing progress or effort.

Purple pen

Green pen

Green Highlighter

How will we ensure effective marking and feedback?
Every lesson will be based on a Learning Question and a set of steps to success, which will
be co-constructed with the children, to which all marking and feedback will be linked. This
will be stuck in every book and self-assessed with a tick to show achievement, by the child,
then the Assessment Step (AS) ticked if achieved, by an adult.
All learning will be framed by the ALFs – elements
that we are ‘Always Looking For’ in independent
work. These will be differentiated and referred to
regularly throughout teaching and learning.
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Marking and Feedback Strategies
Strategy

How often?

What is the benefit?

What next?

Live marking and feedback
Good Green

In-the-moment positive

Reward with positivity and

feedback.

share with others.

In-the-moment oppor-

Think Pink

At least three

tunity to ask questions, ad-

times per week

dress an issue, edit and

in each subject

make progress.

area.

Can be edited during ‘Find

Use Find and Fix strategy
in next planned in FF session.

and Fix sessions.
Evidence is noted in the
book for input to summative assessment.

Speech bubble
(VF notes)

Feed into NAPs weekly assessment review.

Gold star stamp
Occasionally

Happiness!
Reward of effort, progress or achievement.

Most sessions

Adults use purple pen on sticky labels on a roll to record
observations which link to the session LQ/AS or a previous LQ/AS.
The sticker is then stuck in the child’s book under the
relevant LQ/AS.

Purple Pen on sticky
label

NT is written in the book to indicate Next Time – next
NT – Next Time

Most sessions

steps for learning. This is what children will look for
when they ‘Find and Fix’
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End of session assessment
LQ and SS

Every session

Self-assessment

Children develop an own-

Talk to children regularly

ership of their learning and

about what their next

next steps.

steps are and how they
will achieve them.

AS

Every session

Adult assessment of

Evidence for summative as-

Input to NAPs immedi-

sessment input

ately, or in weekly PPA review session.

AS
Whole class

Most sessions

feedback sheet

- Adults have an overview

This information will feed

of learning.

into the next session plan

- Basic errors can be addressed and planned for.
- Next steps are identified.
- Support, challenge, focus
group is identified for next
session.

and future planning for individuals, groups and the
whole class.
Evidence for summative
NAPs assessment.
WAGOLL(s) displayed.

- Evidence of progress
Ticking and dating
Next Steps progress

As and when

Children and adults all

When NAPs AS are added

know the Next Steps that

to planning they will also

each child is working on.

be printed out as Next

Progress can be tracked

Step sheets to be stuck

through books.

into each book. Each AS
will be ticked and dated
when observed.

At the end of independent learning sessions, children have the choice of placing their work
into one of three different colour trays; green for thorough understanding of LQ, yellow for
partial understanding and red for a lack of understanding. Adults will have a quick check
through after each session and may add information to the whole class feedback sheet.
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Subject specific marking and feedback
Maths
-

tick used for accuracy

-

calculator can be used by children to mark their learning

-

answer sheets used by children to allow independent marking and error editing

-

???

English
-

spellings

ALFs

Thrive
Class groups are re-profiled termly; October, February and June. Any observations of progress towards whole class key learning targets for individuals will be annotated on a post it and stuck onto
the Thrive board to help inform decisions during re-profiling.
Adults will be aware of any individual Thrive targets and share any related observations with their
Thrive Licensed Practitioner.

Mantle of the Expert
Unit plans will include all relevant NAPS assessment steps which will be entered at the planning
stage. These will be assessed at the end of each unit and added to the NAPs clumps on Pupil Asset.

Find and Fix
Children need time to reflect on marking and feedback. We call this ‘Find and Fix’ time and
plan in a dedicated daily slot to complete find and fix. Find and fix can also be done at the
start of lessons. During this time the children can think about any comments written, focus
on developing their learning, correct mistakes and improve work.
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Tracking
Tracking will be child centred. Each half term, as per the tracking weeks in the annual calendar, children will be selected and their school experienced explored entirely. The following
will be looked at:
-

books

-

seesaw profile

-

learning plans

-

thrive 1-1 action plans

-

evidence against whole class thrive targets

-

NAPs progress

The staff team will have the opportunity to talk about the children selected and parents may
be consulted. As an outcome of this tracking, areas of strength and next steps for teaching
and learning will be shared with adults. This will feed into annual performance management
appraisals, and may become your IRIS coaching focus.

Assessment Expectations
Daily
Adults will live mark, complete the whole class feedback sheet and talk to children about
achievements, effort, progress and next steps.
NAPs can be updated as and when you notice a child meeting an assessment step.
Weekly
Whole class feedback sheets will be reviewed and discussed during PPA, to input into planning for the following week.
NAPs on Pupil Asset will be updated during these discussions.
Unit
At the end of each Mantle unit, the relevant NAPs assessment steps will be assessed for all
children
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Half termly
Thrive action plans will be updated, whilst keeping the key learning targets, with new strategies and activities.
Termly
All NAPs data, formative assessment, seesaw evidence will be used to make decisions about
age-related expectations, and data entered to pupil asset.
Thrive profiles will be updated termly
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